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SKU Designation French Law Weight (g) MSRP

SOR501
SUPREME PRO NECK
BAND Active Helmet 

Vente libre 277  359.00 € incl. tax

Special hat or cap.
The neckband version features a sturdy metal neckband covered with a soft textile sleeve and a thin nylon
strap that holds the hearing protector firmly in place while still allowing the use of a cap or a helmet on top.

The Supreme Pro and Supreme Pro-X headphones attenuate harmful sounds to a safe level of less than
82db(A) while integrating the “Hear2” system which offers 4 modes of amplification of ambient sounds:

Hunting: Balances vocals and ambient sounds for comfortable listening.
Focus: the highest amplification on all frequencies for maximum listening.
Tir: Filters unnecessary and harmful frequencies for better concentration.
Comms: Turns off ambient sound and only keeps sound from devices plugged into the 3.5mm jack.

Technical characteristics :

Tested to IP67
Waterproof microphones and battery compartment
Compact cup design
PVC foam sealing rings as standard (GEL rings available as an accessory)
Easy-to-use push buttons to control electronic functions
A level-dependent function allows you to hear ambient sounds such as warning signals,
moving vehicles and important information, while being protected from dangerous noise.
Amplifying weak sounds
Reproduction of natural sound thanks to high-quality speakers located inside the cups
The sound reproduced using the level dependent function is limited to a maximum of 82 dB
Automatic shutdown after 4 hours if no button is pressed, saving battery power.
Audio input (AUX) for connecting an external audio source, such as a communications radio (3.5mm
mono cable included)
Low battery warning when approximately 40 hours of battery life remains.
Effective attenuation even with glasses
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While dangerous noises are compressed, you can still talk to other people and hear commands and
instructions without removing your hearing protector, even when other people are shooting around you.

No hearing protection matches Supreme's natural sound reproduction. Weak ambient sounds are amplified
without being cut off. The Sordin Supreme Pro-X family is equipped with the advanced SordinHEAR2 sound
system which includes four audio profiles, each corresponding to a typical usage situation that hunters may
encounter.

The compact cup design makes wearing Supreme remarkably smooth. The lower part of the cups is even
more compact to simplify shooting for both right-handed and left-handed people.

400 hours of battery life with two standard AAA batteries. AUX input port for connecting an external audio
source, for example a hunting radio or mobile phone. A 3.5mm mono cable is included.

 

Explore the technical file How to choose effective hearing protection for hunting and shooting to find out the
different criteria for choosing noise-cancelling headphones.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.

https://www.armurerie-gilles.com/@FR-FR/casques-anti-bruit-lequel-choisir-pour-le-tir-sportif-et-la-chasse.html

